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JZ_H1S SPEAKER , The maximum sound pressure exceeds 125dB and the 
propagation distance is more than 300m. It is equipped with standard 
quick release bracket and controllable PTZ, which can be linked with 
camera PTZ. It supports DJI pilot, music playback, TTS text playback, 
recording and audio upload, and real-time shouting.
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*In a laboratory environment, the maximum sound pressure level tested at 1m is 125db.



- TTS playback  

Support to play Chinese and English dialects everywhere.

- Audio Playback

It supports playing MP3, WAV, FLAC and other formats uploaded by SD card and files.

- Recording Shouting

Real time shouting and recording 

- Audio input

Support wireless microphone and remote shouting with mobile phone or walkie talkie. 



TECHNICAL PARAMETER

Population parameters

The product name JZ_H1s

electrical interface DJI-SDK

size 91 x 98.5x 83.7 mm

weight 265g

degree protection IP4X

supported models Matrice 30

maximum sound 125db

Propagation distance 300 m

most power 60 W

gimbal  system
0--85°control, support pan tilt and 

camera dynamic connection

installation mode Fit standard quick release bracket

working temperature -10 ℃ - 50 ℃

storage temperature -20 ℃ - 60 ℃



SUPPORTED MODELS

Matrice 30 

DJI PILOT

JZ_H1S Seamless compatibility with DJI Pilot2, control drone and voicer loads.

ABOUT EXTREME TECHNOLOGY

www.jzdrones.com

        Guangzhou Jizhi Technology Co., Ltd., adhering to the concept of DJI's dedication, 

pursues the ultimate, continuously innovates, creates the world's leading UAV solution 

products, develops refined UAV industry applications, and is committed to solving the 

pain points of industry users in various practical scenarios. Focus on R&D, production 

and manufacturing of DJI UAV loads and surrounding supports. The team members are 

from DJI's R&D and marketing departments, and have many years of R&D and practical 

experience in the drone industry.


